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24. Verb Plus Ed



Shakespeare

William Shakespeare was a English poet, playwright and profession . Shakespeare was born more than

450 years ago and is one of the most famous historical figures of all time. He is arguably the Adjective 

Ends in EST same profession in the language language. His contribution to the language

language is huge. There have been many Adjective writers, like celebrity and celebrity ,

who have also done their part in Verb Present ends in ING the language language, but compared to

Shakespeare, their contribution seems to pale in comparison. Some of his best known works include: Hamlet,

Romeo and funny female name , Othello and King funny male name , among many others. In total, there

are number plays, number sonnets and two long narrative poems written by Shakespeare that

are still in existence. His plays are still among the most popular, even after number years.

However, so much is still unknown about the man. For example, not much is known about Shakespeares private

life, how he really died and whether he, himself, actually wrote any of his works. There is also quite a lot of

speculation about things like his religious beliefs and his physical appearance. On portraits, he is usually

depicted as having Adjective color hair and a short Adjective beard. He was sometimes

even depicted with a pierced body part .

Shakespeare lived in a small town of Stratford-upon-Avon with his relation - wife parent neighbor etc Anne

Hathaway. He was said to have lived in the second largest Noun in town, for Shakespeare was actually

quite Adjective .

Sadly, the man died on his birthday, april 23rd year . On Shakespeares grave there is a warning, saying

that



any man who disturbs his bones will be verb plus ED .
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